EAST COAST AUSTRALIA 2018/19

ADVENTURE TRAVEL NETWORK
FREESTYLE PASSES | FREESTYLE TOURS

Valid from Oct 2018 - Sep 2019
Prices are in AUD
OUR PURPOSE

"To share our world, our people, our places, our culture.
To be the energy for positive change."

OUR VALUES

We have passion, we have sizzle
We're passionate about travel, adventure, and sharing our local knowledge.

We make a difference
We consider our actions, big or small. We do right by our people, our community and our environment.

We walk the walk
We don't just talk about what we are going to do, we get out there and we do it!
STRADEMARK PLACES

Our Unique Overnight Stops

We specialise in going further off the beaten track to unique places that are otherwise hard to reach. We call our most beautiful, most interesting and most memorable destinations 'Strademark Places'.

These are the places you are unlikely to find in a guide book, but you’ll be talking about long after the adventure has ended!
THE STRAY WAY
Flexible adventure travel. Your time, your way.

**FREESTYLE TOURS**  **FREESTYLE PASSES**

- Travel at your own leisure
- **Hop-off along the way** and spend time in the places you love
- **Meet great people** Share the journey and have more fun
- **Go further off the beaten track** Meet the locals and check out the diverse East Coast landscapes
- **Fun, knowledgeable guides** to ensure you see more and do more than you otherwise would
- **Accommodation + activities** Included with Freestyle Tours Pay-as-you-go with Freestyle Passes
- **Travel for up to 12 months** from the first day of travel
- Easy, hassle-free travel on a mixture of Stray's own buses and comfortable trains

#strayastralia
#strayfurther
Choose your pass
Ask yourself:
- How much time do you have?
- Where do you want to start and finish your trip?
- Do you want accommodation and activities included or prefer to pay-as-you-go?

Start planning
Login to STRAY MATE to book your travel dates and check your itinerary.

Who’s on board?
It’s an energetic crowd from all over the world who share a common objective ‘to have a great time’! Most travellers are aged between 18-35 but we have no maximum age.

Where you sleep
Stay in lodges, hostels and camping areas. Most accommodation is shared dorm rooms. Private rooms are subject to availability. Dorm accommodation is included with Freestyle Tours. Pay-as-you-go with passes.

Where you’ll go
While we visit all the ‘must-do’ hot spots, we are known for our Strademark Places. We venture into ‘off the beaten track destinations’ and enable local experiences the average traveller misses out on.

Blue Mountains Adventure
- Start: Sydney
- Finish: Sydney
- Min. days: 1
- Pass: $109 AUD

An epic, nature-focused day out for backpackers and adventurous travellers. Spot Kangaroos and other animals in the wild; take a guided hike through the spectacular Blue Mountains, checking out stunning waterfalls from remote lookouts.

Melbourne Express Sector
- Start: Sydney/Melbourne
- Finish: Melbourne/Sydney
- $80 AUD

Want to start or finish in Melbourne? Add this express sector to any Stray pass that starts or finishes in Sydney. Want to start in Melbourne and finish in Sydney? Add the Melbourne Express Sector and book onto the bus or train using STRAY MATE.

Activities on offer
We include many local activities along the way such as wine tasting, walks, swimming holes and wildlife spotting. You’ll also get recommendations on other optional activities at each destination.

TOURS: Our top-rated activities are included
PASSES: Choose and pay-as-you-go

Hop-off anywhere
You can hop-off as often as you like with passes & tours valid for 12 months.

Hop back on!
When you are ready to move on, simply book back onto the bus or train using STRAY MATE and the adventure continues.

Note: (En)route to some of these places you can travel on the bus or the rail service without a pass. However you won’t be able to access stops to shop in Stray Steakhouse.

#strayfurther... in Southeast Asia
or New Zealand!
Experience all the best spots that the East Coast has to offer. An off-the-beaten-track adventure that includes tropical islands, world-heritage rainforest, national parks, amazing wildlife and more.

**MICK**

**START:** SYDNEY  
**FINISH:** CAIRNS  
**MIN. DAYS:** TOUR 19 PASS 13

FREESTYLE TOUR
- Start from $2999 AUD
- Nights: 19*  
  Incl: 1-10, 18
- Meals: 20

FREESTYLE PASS
- Start from $1265 AUD  
  Incl: 1-10

**GREG**

**START:** SYDNEY  
**FINISH:** BRISBANE  
**MIN. DAYS:** TOUR 8 PASS 6

FREESTYLE TOUR
- Start from $1249 AUD  
  Nights: 8  
  Incl: 1-10
- Meals: 10

FREESTYLE PASS
- Start from $575 AUD  
  Incl: 1-7

**KAT**

**START:** BYRON BAY  
**FINISH:** CAIRNS  
**MIN. DAYS:** TOUR 11 PASS 8

FREESTYLE TOUR
- Start from $1999 AUD  
  Nights: 11*  
  Incl: 7-10, 14, 15, 17, 18  
  Meals: 12

FREESTYLE PASS
- Start from $765 AUD  
  Incl: 7-10

**STU**

**START:** BRISBANE  
**FINISH:** CAIRNS  
**MIN. DAYS:** TOUR 11 PASS 8

FREESTYLE TOUR
- Start from $1968 AUD  
  Nights: 11*  
  Incl: 1-10, 12, 14, 16  
  Meals: 12

FREESTYLE PASS
- Start from $745 AUD  
  Incl: 6-10

Min. days (Minimum travel days): The least number of days required to complete the pass without hopping-off. However, we recommend you allow extra time to stop and explore the destinations along the way.

Recommended time: Our recommended time allows you to hop-off and spend time exploring the amazing destinations we visit. Depending on which day you depart you may have an extra day at either Emu Park, Airlie Beach or Magnetic Island. Passes are valid for 12 months from the first day of travel.

Overnight train (Emu Park to Airlie Beach): included with the Mick, Kat and Stu passes & tours.

Incl (Inclusions): refer to page 13. Meals, subject to change.

*Overnight train (Emu Park to Airlie Beach): included with the Mick, Kat and Stu passes & tours.*
Take in the whole East Coast from top to bottom, experience the Great Barrier Reef, beautiful islands, and iconic beach towns.

**FREESTYLE TOUR**

**FREESTYLE PASS**

**MIN. DAYS:** 10

**PASS:** $685 AUD

**FREESTYLE TOUR**

**FREESTYLE PASS**

**MIN. DAYS:** 11

**PASS:** $845 AUD

**REC. TIME:** 2 WEEKS +

**MEALS:** 7

**INCL:** 19-22

**PASSES & TOURS:** SOUTHBOUND
Fun & knowledgeable guides to provide support and invaluable local insights. They’re here to ensure you have the best time possible!

Access to Strademark Places and all the incredible experiences included along Stray’s travel network.

Comfortable transport on a mixture of Stray buses, trains, return Magnetic Island ferry and private transfers depending on your route.

Access to the Stray Mate app to book and manage your travel.

I had the best time travelling with Stray. All of the tour guides were so friendly and treated you like new friends! I would recommend Stray to anyone. Thanks for the best time!

~ Josie-Anne, February 2018
JUMP ACROSS THE TASMAN TO
NEW ZEALAND...

FREESTYLE PASSES
Flexible adventures.
your time, your way.

JOURNEYS
Small group tours, big adventures.

STRAY LOYAL
Save an extra 5% off your next Stray adventure if you’ve already Stray’d Australia with us.
Find out more: www.straytravel.com.au/loyal

Check out our other passes & tours here: www.straytravel.com

One of the world’s best day hikes
Tongariro Alpine Crossing

Save an extra 5% off your next Stray adventure if you’ve already Stray’d Australia with us.
Find out more: www.straytravel.com.au/loyal

Check out our other passes & tours here: www.straytravel.com
#STRAYFURTHER IN

**SOUTHEAST ASIA...**

**FREESTYLE PASSES**
Flexible adventures. Your time, your way.

**FREESTYLE TOURS**
Flexible tours, big adventures.

**JOURNEYS**
Small group tours, big adventures.

Thailand | Laos | Cambodia
Vietnam | Borneo | Bhutan

Stroll amongst rice fields, Vang Vieng, Laos.

Check out our passes & tours here: www.straytravel.asia

**STRAY LOYAL**
Save an extra 5% off your next Stray adventure if you’ve already Stray’d Australia with us.

Find out more: www.straytravel.com.au/loyal

Find out more: www.straytravel.asia
I can’t recommend Stray enough to anyone who’s considering travelling the East Coast of Australia. All the guides are really approachable and friendly and really make you feel welcome. I had an absolute blast on my trip and I have Stray to thank for it.

~ Jake, July 2018

#strayfurther